Class Preferences Due

Just a friendly Spidey reminder that all class preferences are due by June 1st. We have received information from about half of our families for next year, but if you are new to this process especially, don’t hesitate to reach out.

We are asking that full-time participants indicate their top 10 choices and flex-time participants indicate their top 7. We will take this information, as well as available times, to put together the schedule.

With at least three instructors next year, we are excited to offer more options and flexibility.

However, that June 1st deadline is important, as I will need to create syllabi and schedules for our families. We will still accept signed contracts and enrollment past June 1st, but the classes and times will be set by then.

You may reference the available classes through the ’22-’23 Course Catalog on our website or [here]....maybe, if that works.

Vocational Programming and Collaboration

Speaking of which, please note that we will be offering more hands-on vocational programming next year. They are found under “Career Skills Lab” in the Course Catalog.

Hands-on work skills is very important to the longterm growth of this program, and to that end I have been meeting with multiple technical colleges about the possibility of future collaboration. While I have nothing official to announce today, we are in the planning stages of an (optional) “Intro to Technical School” course for Summer 2023 that would involve only AOWL Adult Ed students and would be taught by Technical school instructors.

While we realize that Technical school is not for everyone, the primarily goal would be increased exposure and opportunity to figure out best fit. To that end, I would also encourage enrollment in our vocational programming this year in preparation as we work to expand our experiences and skillsets.

Overnight Trip

Another Spidey reminder that we will be taking our overnight trip on May 26th-27th. We will leave Golden Valley around 12pm on Thursday (arrive early if eating lunch here), and plan on returning around 3pm on Friday. We will provide Dinner on the 26th and Breakfast/Lunch on the 27th. You may drop off-pick up at your regular times, if necessary.

We will be staying at a LaQuinta Inn with four students/staff to a room. Queen beds will be shared, but students may sleep on the floor or couch if uncomfortable. Bring sleeping bags, if applicable.

Students should have shoes for walking and swimtrunks, if desired (hotel has a pool). If there are medication needs, please make us aware in advance.

With Sincere Appreciation,
Michael Faeth
Adult Program Manager
Please note:
This calendar is subject to change.
* Lunch included

Students will typically have an option to purchase food or other items